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Maus	  /	  Art	  Spiegelman	  
 
This two-volume set introduces the reader to Vladek Spiegelman, a Jewish 
survivor of Auschwitz.  He is also the father of the book’s author, the 
acclaimed cartoonist Art Spiegelman.  In this moving account of his 
father’s life history, Art contrasts the cranky and difficult old man that 
Vladek has become in old age with the younger Vladek’s experiences before 
and during the Second World War.  The author presents his father’s 
holocaust account in comic-strip format.  The book’s graphics are 
fascinating, especially how the author portrays the different nationalities.  
The humanoid characters are portrayed as animals: Jews are mice, 
Germans are cats, and the Poles are pigs.  It is a familiar story but a 
gripping one, as Vladek recounts efforts to keep his extended family from 
being sent to the concentration camps.  Volume 1 shows what life was like 
for the Jews in German occupied Poland, while Volume 2 takes us into 
Auschwitz itself.  This book won a Pulitzer Prize in 1992 and the award was 
well deserved.  In this retelling of his father’s life, Art Spiegelman succeeds 
in capturing the heartbreaking reality of the Holocaust.  If you have yet to 
read an adult comic book, this should be the one you start with.  The 
author has elevated the craft into an art form. 
 

Small Island/Andrea Levy 

It is 1948 when Hortense Joseph arrives in London from Jamaica to join 
her new husband, Gilbert Joseph, a man she barely knows.  Like her, he is 
a Jamaican, having come to Britain during the War to serve in the RAF.  
Yet afterwards, rather than being thanked for his services, the British view 
him as an unwanted second-class citizen in their country.  His landlord is 
white and still waiting for her husband to return from India where he has 
served during the fighting.  Queenie has befriended Gilbert and has taken 
him and other Jamaicans into her home as renters when no one else 
would.  Bernard, her husband, has strong racist opinions about the Indians 
he has met while serving in India.  This later extends to the blacks flooding 
into London after 1945.  Told in their four voices, the differing viewpoints 
create a rich story highlighting the complex and contradictory motives that 
drive us all.  It also presents in heartbreaking fashion the rampant racism 
prevalent in postwar England.  But it is not a book that means to deliver a 
strident lecture; it is also funny, a touching love story, and an example of 
what the human spirit can achieve even in the worst of circumstances.  This 
immigrant saga is wholly involving and difficult to put down. 



The Long Song / Andrea Levy 
 
As impressed as I was by Small Island, The Long Song sealed the deal, 
providing proof of Andrea Levy’s talents as a writer.  In her follow-up to 
prize-winning Small Island, the reader is introduced to the story’s 
narrator, Miss July, the child of a field slave on a Jamaican sugar 
plantation.  The life story she tells is not always straightforward; she often 
tries to sidestep its darker aspects, only to be brought back in line with the 
editorial assistance of her son, Thomas.  Her narrative switches between a 
third-person past and a first-person present.  She was conceived, she 
reveals, when the plantation’s overseer forces himself upon her mother.  As 
a young girl, her beauty attracts the attention of Caroline Mortimer, the 
sister of the plantation’s owner.  Separated from her mother, Miss July 
becomes a house slave and is renamed Marguerite.  She soon becomes 
indispensible to her mistress during the dark days of the island’s slave 
rebellion of 1832.  During this time period she also becomes pregnant with 
Thomas, who she will leave on the doorstep of Baptist missionaries in 
hopes that he can have a better upbringing than she can give him. After the 
British crown abolished slavery in 1834, a new overseer arrives on the 
plantation.  Robert Goodwin is the son of an English clergyman and fired 
with a sense of idealism.  He is also strongly attracted to Miss July and 
takes her as a mistress, which leads to the birth of another child.  But while 
Goodwin opposed slavery, he is intent on insuring the now-freed slaves 
continue to work for him at low wages, with few days off.  This ultimately 
will lead to tragedy both for the plantation and Miss July personally.   The 
book is peppered with humor and spiced with earthy Jamaican patois.  
Some will be disturbed by Miss July’s attitude regarding her status of being 
a superior “mulatto” rather than a “negro.”  But that is what I liked most 
about the book; none of the characters came off as feeling “politically 
correct.”  The history Levy is writing here is based on actual events, and her 
characters seem just as real.  This book proves that the promise of Small 
Island was fully justified.  Both books deserve a place on any reader’s 
nightstand.	  

Reservation Blues / Sherman Alexi 

When this debut novel was published in 1995, Alexi was already a well 
respected short story writer and poet.  A member of the Spokane Indian 
tribe, his stories had documented the bitter reality of Native American life 
on the fringes of American society.  He continues that theme here, taking 
the reader into the littered landscape of the Spokane Indian reservation.  
At the start of the novel, legendary bluesman Robert Johnson appears on 
the reservation, in flight from the devil and seeking to reclaim his soul.  
Thomas-Builds-the-Fire directs Johnson to go visit Big Mama, a powerful 



mystic living in the area.  Thomas is a gentle young man known for his 
storytelling, even if few seem willing to listen.  In thanks, Johnson gives 
Thomas his guitar.  Soon falling under the spell of this magical instrument, 
Thomas gathers together other misfits like himself to form a band called 
Coyote Springs.  This group embarks on a musical odyssey that takes them 
from reservation bars to small-town taverns, from Seattle to New York City 
and the possibility of a record contract.  The story is comical, magical, and 
ultimately tragic as the group is unable to escape the effects of growing up 
in families broken by poverty and alcoholism.  There is also a bittersweet 
redemption of a sort as Thomas-Builds-the-Fire takes his broken dreams 
and finally ventures into an unknown world off the reservation.  Even so, it 
is clear the “wild horses” of the past will always follow him wherever he 
goes.  This novel proves that all the early hype about Alexi was fully 
justified. 

The Hours / Michael Cunningham 

The Hours opens with a recounting of Virginia Woolf’s last days before her 
suicide in 1941.  It then moves backwards and forwards.  The reader is 
transported back to 1923 when Woolf is living in Richmond and writing 
Mrs. Dalloway.  It also jumps ahead in the twentieth century to tell the 
stories of two more modern American women.  One is Clarissa Vaughan, a 
book editor who lives in New York City with her partner Sally during the 
late 1990s.  When first introduced, she is on the way to buy flowers for a 
party she is throwing for her close friend, Michael, a poet with AIDS who 
has just won a major literary prize.  The other is Laura Brown, a housewife 
living in post-World War II California.  A stay-at-home mother of one and 
pregnant with her second child, Laura is going a bit mad in a stifling 
marriage.  As the novel jump-cuts between these three women, 
Cunningham riffs big time on Mrs. Dalloway  to present “the hours” of a 
single day in their lifes.  Each chapter contains echoes of Woolf’s book.  It is 
a bold move for the author to make, ripping off a classic and also creating a 
fictional Virginia Woolf.  But he succeeds in spades, creating a richly 
textured work that I found quite moving.  In fact, having read Mrs. 
Dalloway,  I was more impressed with Cunningham’s novel than I was 
with Woolf’s presentation of a day in the life.  

I also recommend the 2002 movie adaptation of The Hours starring Nicole 
Kidman, Meryl Streep, and Julianne Moore. 

 

 

No Country For Old Men / Cormac McCarthy 



This novel is set on the frontier between Texas and Mexico, a region where 
Sheriff Ed Tom Bell has been a long-time peacekeeper.  But times are 
changing; drug smuggling has resulted in an outbreak of unprecedented 
violence and mayhem.  As the bodies pile up, Bell feels helpless and 
outgunned.  He has begun to question his own usefulness as crime runs 
rampant.  The killings he is currently investigating involve a group of drug 
runners slain near the Rio Grande.  While a load of heroin was found in 
their vehicles, more than $2 million in cash is missing.  Before the police 
arrive on the scene, Llewelyn Moss, a local hunting antelope, had stumbled 
upon the bloody shootout.  He decides to hike the money out even though 
he knows somebody will come looking for it.  That someone is Anton 
Chigurth, a true psychopath who kills anyone that gets in his way and takes 
pleasure doing so.  Bell represents the book’s moral center, Moss the 
common workingman who wants a better life for his family, and Chigurth 
the evil that is stalking this region of the country.  McCarthy is a fabulous 
writer and his prose is true delight to read.  He brings the badlands of 
Texas and northern Mexico vividly to life on the page.  While the action is 
fast paced, he knows the importance of stepping back to reflect on good 
and evil and matters of the spirit.  There is violence to be sure, but 
McCarthy handles it well, conveying its horror without wallowing in the 
bloodshed.  Even for those who have seen the Coen brothers’ excellent 
movie version of this book, there is a depth here that no film can 
adequately capture.  This harrowing story is a meditation on what we have 
become as a nation because of the drug wars and carries with it an 
extraordinary resonance. 

The White Tiger / Aravind Adiga 

Born in “the darkness,” Balram Halwai narrates how he escaped from the 
grinding poverty of rural India to become a success in life.  In his lifetime 
he has worn many different hats, that of a servant, a philosopher, an 
entrepreneur, and more importantly, a murderer.  Despite the blood on his 
hands, Balram’s biting wit and keen insight makes him a likeable anti-
hero.  The story he shares had me captivated from the start.  It is not a 
pretty one—the India he brings to life on the page is a democracy in name 
only.  The wealthy caste is determined to keep the bulk of the population in 
the “Rooster Coop.”  In the rural areas life is brutal and often short.  But 
Balram is luckier than most; he has landed a job as a driver for his village’s 
wealthiest man.  Moving with him to Delhi, he gets a firsthand look at  
corrupt government officials and sees how the elite feasts off the labor of 
the working poor.  In a comical and cynical tone, Balram contrasts the 
divide between the rich and poor in Delhi. While the wealthy live in air-
conditioned comfort and grow large bellies, the average citizens defecate 
outdoors, half-starved and riddled with disease. Balram soon realizes if he 



is to escape the “Rooster Coop,” he must take matters into his own hands.  
The novel is based on a series of letters that Balram writes to His 
Excellency Wen Jiabao, China’s Prime Minister.  His caustic pen spares no 
one as he describes the hypocracy of the globalization of the Third World.  
It is an unadorned portrait of India that he paints, one that will continue to 
haunt the reader long after the last page is turned. 

Traffic : Why We Drive The Way We Do (And What It Says 
About Us) / Tom Vanderbilt 

Driving is something most of us do on a daily basis without giving it much 
thought.  The automobile has long played a major part in American life; we 
define ourselves by what we drive and how we do so.  But there is more 
going on behind the wheel than even the most experienced driver knows.  
In this well-researched book, Vanderbilt is not just writing about road 
safety, he is showing how our minds work and how we interact with each 
other while hurtling down the roadway.  It is a complex subject where 
physical, psychological, and technical factors intersect.  The conclusions 
presented here are based on numerous studies and will surprise many.  He 
shows why most of us are worse drivers than we care to admit.  Safety 
protections often cause people to be less attentive (and thus less safe).  
While roundabouts feel dangerous and chaotic to the average American, 
they are much safer than intersections and help to reduce congestion to 
boot.  Speed and fatigue are the two biggest contributing factors to fatal 
crashes, but the inherent risks of human nature also play a big part.  As 
Vanderbilt points out, since the 1960s less than 5,000 people have been 
killed by terrorism in this country. In contrast, each year the number of 
people killed in car crashes in the United States tops 40,000.  Although we 
find it acceptable to sacrifice civil liberties to curtail the threat of terrorism, 
there is strong resistance to traffic measures designed to reduce traffic 
fatalities.  This book should be required reading for anyone who drives a 
car.  Even the most seasoned driver will benefit by taking it out for a spin.  
Thankfully, while educational, Vanderbilt makes sure it is also an 
entertaining ride. 

Freedom At Midnight / Larry Collins and Dominque Lapierre 
 
Freedom at Midnight, published in 1975, describes the key events in the 
Indian independence movement during the years 1947-1948.  I picked up 
this book because in 2011 I had read another book, Indian Summer : the 
Secret History of the End of an Empire, which covered the same subject 
and time period.  While Indian Summer focuses primarily on Nehru, the 
Mountbattens, and Jinnah, Freedom is a more comprehensive history of all 
the major players involved in India’s gaining independence from Great 



Britain in 1947.   In Indian Summer, Mahatma Gandhi’s importance is 
given short shrift.  In this book, his actions and motivations are highlighted 
and take center stage.  Collins and Lapierre also excel in their coverage of 
the Hindu-Muslim conflict following Partition.  Ethnic cleansing would be 
a better term for it.  Of the two books, Freedom would be the one I 
recommend for anyone wanting to get an overall picture of what took place 
in India during this time period and why.  If you want to know more about 
the private lives of Nehru, the Mountbattens, and Jinnah, including their 
sexual inclinations, Indian Summer is the one to pick up.  In either case, 
the reader is guaranteed an eye opening account of the events surrounding 
the creation of India and Pakistan.  Sadly, the seeds of enmity and discord 
sown during Partition sixty-five years ago are still bearing bitter fruit 
today. 
 
Out Stealing Horses / Per Petterson 

Trond Sander is sixty-seven years old and he has recently moved to a small 
rundown house in a rural region of Norway.  His only companion is his dog 
Lyra.  With winter closing in, he recalls his childhood, specifically a 
summer spent with his father at a remote cabin bordering Sweden in the 
aftermath of World War II.  It will be the last time in his life that he sees his 
father, who shortly afterward disappears and abandons his family.  Clearly 
a life-defining experience, the reader slowly begins to understand why this 
summer holds the key to why Sander is living alone as an older man.  The 
delight of this novel is its leisurely pace as his latticework of remembrance 
comes together to provide the book’s epiphany.  Through young Sander’s 
innocent eyes, Petterson shows him trying to solve the puzzle of the adult 
world around him, and decades later the older man is still grappling to 
understand the events that took place so many summers ago.  Some will 
find this book too slow moving, with not enough action to sustain their 
interest.  But from the first I took pleasure in Petterson’s carefully crafted 
prose as he presented the mysteries and subplots of the story.  In the end, 
when the pieces do come together, I was rewarded with a strong emotional 
jolt.  It is a novel that sinks deep and lingers after the last page is turned. 
 
2666 / Roberto Bolano 

Bolano was born in Chile but lived much of his adult life in Mexico and 
Spain.  He spent the last years of his life trying to complete this opus.  
Unfinished, 2666 was published posthumously, its five separate parts 
issued in a single volume.  Clocking in at 900 dense pages, this is not a 
“light” book, figuratively or literally.  Each of its five parts can be 
considered a separate book, but there is a uniting theme.  All of the major 
characters in these stories are drawn to the same location: Ciudad Juarez 



(renamed Santa Teresa by the author), at the edge of the Sonora Desert in 
northern Mexico.  This town has been the real life scene of  the unsolved 
murders of hundreds of women since the early 1990s.  Its opening chapter, 
The Part About The Critics, focuses on four European professors joined by 
their admiration for the fiction of  Benno von Archimboldi, a reclusive 
German author.  Their search for a clue to his whereabouts  leads them to 
Santa Teresa.  Their guide in Mexico is another professor, Amalfitano, a 
man who has translated Archimboldi’s work into Spanish.  The Part About 
Amalfitano explains what drew this sad man and his daughter to the 
Sonora Desert region.  The Part About Fate deals with a black journalist, 
Quincy Williams, known as Oscar Fate professionally.  He comes to Santa 
Teresa to cover a boxing match but instead begins to investigate the 
murders taking place there.  The Parts About The Crimes is by far the 
longest chapter of the book, and its most chilling.  As its title indicates, the 
focus is on the women murdered in and around Santa Teresa and the inept 
police investigations of the cases.  The Part About Benno von Archimboldi 
brings the book full circle as the mysterious German writer himself is 
finally introduced.  As his chapter concludes, he too is about to set off for 
Santa Teresa.  One can’t help but wonder what the sixth part of the story 
would have revealed if the author had lived to write it.  But this does not 
detract from the countless delights its parts provide along the way.  Call it 
what you will: a tour de force, a cosmic whirlwind of a ride, this book’s 
inventiveness dazzled me. 

Hellhound On His Trail : The Stalking Of Martin Luther King, 
Jr. And The International Hunt For His Assassin / Hampton 
Sides 

Harvey Lowmeyer, John Willard, Eric Starvo Galt, Paul Bridgman, and 
Ramon George Sneyd—all were aliases used by James Earl Ray.  In this 
book, Sides follows the movements of both Ray, after his escape from a 
Missouri prison in 1967, and the Reverend Martin Luther King, in the year 
leading up to his assassination in April, 1968.  While the King portion of 
the book does an excellent job of capturing his private life during this time 
period, dirty laundry and all, Ray’s actions are what will interest most 
readers.  But the man is difficult to pin down on the page.  A drifter who 
lived in various flophouses for most of his life, he did his best to make 
himself invisible to decent society.  Following his escape from prison, he 
travels to Mexico and California where he toys with the idea of making 
pornographic movies.  While living in California, he becomes an active 
participant in the George Wallace campaign for president.  At some point 
during this time period he decides to head back to Georgia and stalk 
Martin Luther King.  Sides is never able to explain why Ray targets King 
since the assassin refused to admit to the crime.  Nonetheless, the author 



does a marvelous job of describing the events that lead up to King’s death 
in Memphis.  While Ray and King are the centerpiece of the story, J. Egar 
Hoover and the FBI are also heavily featured.  The international hunt for 
the killer after King’s assassination is fully documented.  Sides is unable 
turn up evidence that shows how Ray was able to support himself during 
this time period.  Still, he convinced this reader that the assassin most 
likely acted alone in his killing of Martin Luther King, with little or no 
outside support.  The author is to be commended for presentation of Ray’s 
day-to-day movements in such riveting detail.  Even so, despite the wealth 
of evidence presented here, Ray remains a nondescript thief and con man, 
a loner who went to grave unwilling (or unable) to explain his actions on 
the night of April 5, 1968. 
 
Empire Of The Summer Sun : Quanah Parker And The Rise And 
Fall Of The Commanches, The Most Powerful Indian Tribe In 
American History / S. C. Gwynne. 

Gwynne’s epic saga chronicles the rise and fall of the Comanche nation.  
While presenting the tribe’s history through the centuries, he personalizes 
it by highlighting the story of Cynthia Ann Parker. 
Her part in Comanche history began on a May morning in 1836 when a 
large band of Indians rode up to the family property.  She was nine years 
old at the time and her family had recently come to the Texas frontier.  
Unbeknownst to them, the land they were trying to farm was located on 
Comanche hunting ground.  The braves attacked, and while most of the 
adults were killed (some were tortured first), Cynthia, along with her 
brother and older aunt, was kidnapped.  The Comanches were a masterful 
fighting force and rightfully feared by both settlers and other Indian tribes 
in the area.  One reason for this is that the adult prisoners they took were 
usually tortured and killed.  Rape was a common practice as well.  
Cynthia’s aunt was tortured, raped, and killed several days after the 
kidnapping. Children, however, were often adopted into the tribe, and this 
happened in the case of Cynthia and her brother. 
As a young woman, she married a high-ranking chief and bore him two 
children.  Then in 1860, Cynthia was “rescued” by soldiers, as was her 
infant daughter Topsannah (Prairie Flower).  In the years that followed, 
she continually tried to escape and return to tribal land.  After her daughter 
died of influenza in 1864, she became extremely depressed and finally 
succeeded in starving herself to death in 1870.  But that is only the first half 
of the Parker family saga.  Her son, Quanah, was to become the last and 
perhaps greatest chief of the Comanches. 
Just as interesting is the broader history that the author presents on the 
rise and fall of the Comanche nation.  Its braves were considered by many 
to be the best horsemen who ever rode.  They were masters of warfare, had 



stopped the northern drive of colonial Spain from Mexico and halted the 
French expansion from Louisiana.  They also successfully blocked the 
expansion of the new American nation for four decades. 
The history that Gwynne presents here is eye opening, brutally honest, and 
skillfully told. 
 
True Grit / Charles Portis 

When the movie based upon this novel came out in 1969, starring John 
Wayne, I dismissed both as not worth my time.  This had everything to do 
with my dislike of John Wayne (he represented the “establishment” to me 
at the time).  While I am still not interested in seeing the first filmed 
version of True Grit, I’m happy that I overcame my prejudice about 
reading the book itself.  The narrator of the story is Mattie Ross, a spunky 
fourteen year old, and she informs the reader this is “my true account of 
how I avenged Frank Ross’s blood over in the Choctaw nation when snow 
was on the ground.”  Frank Ross, her father, was shot by Tom Chaney and 
robbed of his life and his horse and $150 in cash plus two California gold 
pieces.  Mattie is from Dardanelle, Arkansas and the time is the 1870s.  
Swearing revenge, she leaves her grief-stricken mother in the care of 
younger siblings and sets out after the hired man who killed her father.  
Mattie is no fool, she knows help will be needed to seek Chaney out, who 
has since fled to the Indian Territory and joined a band of outlaws.  She 
hires Rooster Cogburn, a U.S. Marshall, a lawman with a checkered past.  
He is considered to be a “pitiless” man, and fearless.  He also has a 
reputation for “pulling the cork.”  While Cogburn is happy to take her 
money and seek out her father’s killer, he is adamantly opposed to her 
accompanying him on the hunt.  But Mattie is stubborn and determined 
not to be outfoxed when he tries to leave without her.  Another party joins 
them in the chase, a young Texas Ranger named LaBoeuf who has been 
tracking Chaney for shooting a Texas state senator in a dispute over a bird 
dog.  The story that follows, as they bicker and then bond as a relentless 
force, is a delight to read.  What makes it special is the voice of Maggie 
throughout as she recounts the events as an old woman.  While naïve to the 
ways of the wide world, she is hardheaded and has more than enough “grit” 
to match the two lawmen she rides beside.  Portis is an economical writer 
and not a word is wasted as the story unfolds.  He shows an appreciation of 
the place and the subtleties of the time he is writing about.  Thanks to the 
Coen brothers’ movie remake, True Grit has been introduced to a new 
generation.  It deserves the praise it has received, John Wayne or no John 
Wayne.  The book is a classic and deserves to be added to the list of “must 
reads” in the cannon of American literature. 
 
Super Sad True Love Story / Gary Shteyngart 



Set in the near future, this novel envisions a dysfunctional America 
threatened by Chinese creditors and on the verge of economic collapse.  
Books are completely out of fashion, with devices used to text-scan 
documents for content.  For the most part, young people are functionally 
illiterate, companies are so consolidated that the country’s airline is called 
UnitedContinentialDeltaAmerican, and the desperate poor are living in 
tent cities in New York City.  The story as it unfolds alternates between the 
diaries of Lenny Abramov, the thirty-nine-year-old son of Russian 
immigrants, and the “GlobalTeens” text entries of Eunice Park, his twenty-
four-year-old Korean American girlfriend.  While the subject is indeed a 
dark one, the liberal use of humor, satire, and heartfelt compassion soften 
the frightening scenario of American’s final days as an independent 
country.  Lenny is a hapless soul but a caring individual who is always 
trying to do the right thing.  Eunice is a beautiful young woman, and unlike 
her boyfriend, very much a child of her time.  They are a mismatched 
couple but their relationship, while rocky, is a loving one.  Shteyngart is a 
brilliant satirist and his prose is a delight to read.  While set in the future, it 
contains more than enough unsettling reality to ring true throughout.  The 
same can be said of the book’s love story. This novel is a rich concoction–-
wildly funny, darkly prophetic, humane, and all of it delivered with an 
emotional wallop.  Its opening sentence, “Today I’ve made a major 
decision: I’m never going to die,” had me hooked from the start. 
 
The Heart Is A Lonely Hunter / Carson McCullers 

When this, her first novel, was published in 1940, McCullers was just 
twenty-three years old.  It is set in a small southern mill town in the 1930s 
during the dark days of the Depression.  The poverty and desperation of 
the times is presented in vivid detail.  One of her main characters is John 
Singer, a deaf-mute who can read lips but who has no one he can 
communicate with using sign language.  He has a kind and understanding 
nature and many are drawn to share their hopes and dreams with him.   
But none of them understand that in his silent isolation he is a lonely man.  
Instead, each believes he alone truly understands  them.  This includes Biff 
Brannon, the proprietor of the New York Café, a middle aged man who 
spends each and every night behind the cash register, observing his 
customers as he ponders the meaning of life.  Then there is Mick Kelly, a 
thirteen-year-old tomboy who can hold her own against any bully.  Her 
dream is to compose classical music even though her parents are too poor 
to pay for music lessons or buy her a piano.  Jake Blount is an alcoholic and 
a drifter new to town.  An educated man fired by the books of Karl Marx 
and Thorstein Veblen, he wants to rouse the common man to revolt against 
the slavery of capitalism.  From the other side of the tracks there is 
Benedict Mady Copeland, a Negro doctor and radical who is also well read.  



His passion is to see his race earn equality and respect.  McCullers’ prose is 
masterful and she possesses amazing powers of observation into the inner 
lives of her characters.  As a white writer, she treats the Negroes with the 
same compassion and understanding as those of her own race.  It is an 
astonishing accomplishment to have written this insightful novel at such a 
young age.  Clearly, she possessed an “old soul” to be able to tackle the 
mature topics presented here.  The Heart Is A Lonely Hunter is a classic 
that resonates as much today as when it was first written.  It packs an 
emotional punch and has a depth that few books today can equal. 
 
City Of Thieves / David Benioff 

Benioff is a successful screenwriter and this story with its gripping plot 
twists would make a fantastic movie.  It has all the elements to be a crowd 
pleaser: it focuses on male bonding and friendship, has quirky characters, 
humor, great action scenes, with clearly defined bad guys, and of course 
romance.  He has created a tale that has surprising depth while remaining 
highly readable.  Set during the Nazi siege of Leningrad, in the opening 
chapter the reader is introduced to Lev Beniov, a teenager who is arrested 
for looting and thrown into prison.  There he shares a cell with “Kolya,” 
Nikolai Alexandrovich Vlasov, a handsome army deserter and quite the 
ladies man.  Rather than being shot, they are offered the opportunity to 
save their lives.  All they have to do is secure a dozen eggs for a powerful 
Soviet colonel to use in his daughter’s wedding cake.  This is during the 
height of the siege when it is almost certain that not a single egg can found 
in the city.  And so their quest begins, and from that point it goes from 
funny, to thrilling, and ending with suspenseful.  Throw in cannibals, 
Soviet partisans, and a sadistic German officer and it becomes a book 
difficult to put down.  My only complaint of this coming-of-age story is the 
ending, while satisfying, felt a bit too “Hollywoodish” to me.  Ah, but that 
should make it all the more likely this book will be made into a movie,    It 
certainly would make an ideal book to include on anyone’s list of must 
reads. 

The Road / Cormac McCarthy 

In this post-apocalyptic novel, a father and his son flee south as winter 
approaches.  All of their possessions are contained in a grocery cart.  The 
countryside is desolate, its ruins a testimony to what has been lost in the 
catastrophe.  The landscape they travel through is lifeless, devoid of 
wildlife or greenery, and the few people left alive are either armed and 
dangerous or wary of chance encounters with strangers.  What I most 
enjoyed about this story is its simplicity.  McCarthy does not attempt to 
explain what has happened to bring the world to this state.  There are 



almost no other characters introduced but the father and son.  The 
dialogue between them is monosyllabic.  It is a love story that speaks 
volumes without declaration.  How does one continue to survive in a world 
bereft of hope?  As McCarthy shows here, hope is sustained by devotion 
and continuing on because of the other.  While it is a dark topic, the 
violence that has wracked the world is mostly implied rather than shown 
first hand.  The story McCarthy presents has a raw emotional pull, an 
intensity that kept me on the edge of my seat throughout.  But it is the 
extraordinary tenderness between father and son that makes the book so 
special.  The vocabulary used by the author is often biblical and hauntingly 
eloquent.  While others writers have tackled the theme of a post-
apocalyptic world, few have done so as successfully as this.  McCarthy takes 
the reader down “the road” without a single misstep. 

The Rabbi’s Cat / Joann Sfar 

Sfar is a well-known French comic artist and has written or collaborated on 
over one hundred books for adults and children.  The Rabbi’s Cat is a two-
volume graphic novel that definitely falls on the “adult” side of the 
spectrum.  It is the story of a rabbi, his daughter, and their talking cat.  The 
nameless cat gains the ability to speak when he eats the family parrot and 
then denies having done so.  It turns out he is a wisecracking philosopher 
who is brutally honest, yet never mean spirited.  Set in Algeria in the 1930s, 
this backdrop allows Sfar to flood the story’s frames with the rich colors 
and textures of that country’s Jewish community.  The vibrant world he 
presents shows a time and place where Jews and Arabs peacefully 
coexisted.  In Volume 1, the cat is determined to become Jewish, study the 
kabbalah, and have a Bar Mitzvah.  While Volume 1 is a complete story, 
Volume 2 does not hold together nearly as well.  It is a collection of 
different adventures that take the rabbi, the cat, and friends deep into the 
heart of Africa.  Even the rabbi does not seem the person he was in the 
earlier volume.  Fortunately, the cat’s scathing humor remains consistent 
throughout.  So too the book’s use of bright and dark colors, providing a 
rich feast for the eye.  Even though the story ultimately runs out steam 
before its conclusion, the drawings more than make up for this minor 
disappointment. 

	  

	  


